USE THOMPSON FERTILIZER SPREADERS

To get even, accurate and economical distribution

Investigate this line of three Thompson Spreaders designed to successfully spread all kinds of dry commercial fertilizers and particularly the highly concentrated fertilizers which must be so evenly applied. One machine was especially designed to apply Sulphate of Ammonia on creeping bent and spread other fine powders to destroy fungus growth. No matter how thin the application or how heavy, there is a Thompson Spreader for the purpose.

50 Years' Experience in Building Grass Seeders and Spreaders

makes us specialists in this field. Send for our literature on Spreaders and GRASS SEEDERS FOR GOLF COURSES. Write Today. We can help you with your problems.

O. E. THOMPSON & SONS
232 River Blvd. Ypsilanti, Michigan

you hold off on the seeding until fall. The spring application of fertilizer will give a decided impetus to the grass now remaining on the fairways and the lead arsenate application will hold the crabgrass down and give the fine turf grasses a chance to fill in during the growing season. By fall you may find that you have a pretty good fairway after all, so that maybe a bit of seeding here and there will round out the job.

B. R. Leach.

“Raincoats” for Greens.

Dear Mr. Leach:

It has been called to our attention that some of the clubs in the east have been using waterproof canvas covers to throw over their greens from time to time to prevent excessive moisture during heavy rains, as an aid to the control of brownpatch. I saw a newspaper article to this effect some time ago, but I am not able to locate it at the present time. If you have any information, as to the benefits to be derived from such procedure, I would be very glad to hear from you.

N. E. E. (Georgia).

Reply.

This idea, like many others of the same apparent simplicity, is a whole heap simpler in theory than in practice. Covers are costly and you would find in practice that most of the rain had already fallen before the covers could be put in place. Just about as many rain storms begin after dark as during daylight. If it begins to rain at 2 a.m. how are you going to get your help on the job to put the covers in place? If on the other hand, you cover the greens every night, you'll have more trouble with disease than ever, for covering in this way will effectively prevent the night cooling of the soil surface.

B. R. Leach.

Bent Won't Grow.

Dear Mr. Leach:

Our grounds are in a creek valley and adjacent bluffs, the valley soil being a water-deposited silt, the bluffs a clay, both underlaid with gravel at a depth of four to six feet. Our greens were made by plowing up the soil, cultivating, and adding thereto ten tons of humus per green.

This humus is claimed by many to be a wind-blown peat. It is fine in texture, very black, holds about 120 per cent of its weight in moisture, makes a friable soil. When left on the ground, it kills the grass, and when left in piles does not support